
 
 

HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN SESSION CASE 

IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL SESSION JUDGE BILASIPARA 

Present:-   Smti S. Bhuyan, AJS 

  Additional Session Judge, Bilasipara 

Session Case No- 88 of 2014 

u/s 304 IPC 

STATE 

Versus 

         Johirul Islam 

                              Accused person 

(Committed by Sri I. Ahmed, then learned JMFC, Bilasipara in GR (CPR) case No- 

137/12 u/s 304 I.P.C.) 

 

Advocate appeared:- 

For the state:-  Mr. T. Kr. Bhattacharya, Addl. PP 

For the accused:-   Mr. Sk. Md. Shahjahan & Smt. Mehnaz Begum , Advocate. 

Date of institution of the case    :-  24-04-12 

Date of commitment            :-  06-03-14 

Date of Framing charge          :-  06-09-14 

Date of prosecution evidence   :-  23-04-15, 29-07-15, 29-07-15,  

          18-09-15, 16-06-16, 08-12-16,  

           23-03-17, 08-06-17, 27-07-17,  

          21-12-17, 22-02-18, 29-03-18  

Statement of accused recorded on  :-  03-05-2018 

Date of Argument                       :-  24-05-18, 06-06-18 

Judgment delivered                 :-  18-06-18 
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JUDGMENT 

Prosecution Case 

1. Prosecution case as unfurled from exhibit 6 ejahar is that on 24-04-12 accused 

Johirul took informant’s wife Gundi Munda @ Pinki , his sister Bindi Munda and 

other nine women to engage  as labour in the Ratan brick field and he took them 

in auto-rickshaw and when accused was informed that work at Ratan brick field 

stopped, so 11 women labour were taken to the house of the owner of the Ratan 

brick field for staking the brick by crossing river and when owner did not satisfy 

with the work of the labour, all the labour returned back and during return back 

all the 11 women labours were boarded in a boat as a result boat capsized and 

total four women labours died including informant’s wife and sister and other 

women labours life saved. To this fact informant Hesel Munda lodged ejahar 

before O/C Chapar PS.      

 

Investigation 

 

2. Officer-in-charge of Chapar police station on receiving the ejahar from informant 

Hesel Munda registered a police case vide no Chapar police case No. 137/12 

under section 302 I.P.C. and SI Haider Ali Ahmed was entrusted to conduct the 

investigation of the case and after completion of investigation IO submitted 

charge sheet against the accused person named herein above u/s 304 IPC. 

Committal 

3. On receipt of the charge sheet, then Ld. JMFC, Bilasipara, took cognizance and 

after furnishing necessary copies to accused person committed the case before 

the Learned. Sessions Judge, Dhubri for trial and learned Sessions Judge, Dhubri 

made over the case to the court of Ld. Addl. Sessions Judge, Dhubri and finally 

Ld. Addl. Sessions Judge, Dhubri made over the case to this court for trial on 12-

05-14.  

Charge 

4. My then Ld. Predecessor after hearing learned counsel for both sides and perusal 

of material on record framed charge u/s 304 IPC against the accused person 

Johirul Islam and when charges read over and explained to the accused person, 

he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.  
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Trial 

5. In order to prove the prosecution charges against the accused persons, 

prosecution adduce evidence of all together 16 number of witnesses and 

exhibited 9 no of documents.  PW-1 Bina Nath, PW-2  Hesal Munda, PW-3 Jela 

Hembram, PW-4 Sala Hembram, PW-5  Durgi Kangari, PW-6 Sumitra Nag, PW-7 

Gandhari Baraik, PW-8 Abhijuddin, PW-9 Md. Osimuddin, PW-10 Md. Bahej Ali, 

PW-11 Jamal Sk, PW-12 Ajimuddin, PW-13 Dr. Ajay Ch. Rava, PW-14 Dr. Rafikul 

Islam, PW-15 Anowar Hussain, PW-16 SI Haidar Ali Ahmed.  Ext-1 Injury report, 

Ext-2  PM report, Ext-3   PM report, Ext-4 PM report, Ext-5 PM report, Ext-6 

ejahar, Ext-7 Seizure list, Ext-8 Charge sheet, Ext-9 Sketch map. After closure of 

the prosecution evidence, statement of the accused persons recorded u/s 313 

Cr.P.C. Accused plea is total denial, however declined to adduced evidence in 

support of the plea of denial. 

 

6.                                      POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:- 

 

i) Whether accused on 24-04-12 in the morning hour at Chaibari 

Tea Estate under Chapar PS committed culpable homicide not 

amounting to murder of Guni Munda, Bindi Munda, Batashi Singh 

& Sitamoni Singh? 

 

ARGUMENT 

 

7. Ld. Addl. P.P argued that accused boarded several women labours in a small size 

boat knowing its capacity. As such boat capsized for carrying more passenger in 

the small boat against its capacity that clearly pointed accused had an intention 

that if more women labours were carried in a small boat then there is every 

possibility of happening of untoward incident and boarded passenger would die.   

8. Countering the same ld. defence counsel argued that the submission of Ld. Addl. 

P.P. does not attract the charge of section 304 IPC and accused was not involved 

in carrying the passenger and boat man advised passengers for two trips but 

passengers did not listen to boat men and all the women labours boarded in the 

said boat at a time to return home and the real fact is that prosecution did not 

examine the boat man who is the prime witness of the case and by withdrawing 

his evidence of boatman, accused entitle benefit. He further submitted that cross 

examination of the witnesses fully demolished the in chief of PWs and it is comes 
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out that there is no hand of accused in death of the four women labours due to 

capsizing of boat.    

 

PROSECUTION EVIDENCE 

9. Evidence of PW-1 Bina Nath is that on the day of incident in the evening 

hour she along with other 10 women labours were engaged by accused for brick 

wall construction work in one house at Dhirghat. The construction work was very 

hard and they could not work however accused asked them to continue the work 

as far as possible and assured them for their daily wages. After working for few 

hours they became ready to go to their places. She deposed accused asked them 

to cross river which is situated near the Dhirghat by a boat to shortening their 

distance but they told accused that they wanted to go to their house by walking 

instead of crossing the river by boat as they fear to get into boat. But accused 

did not agree and forced them to get into small boat to cross the river and under 

compulsion of accused, all the 11 woman including her board on the small boat.  

As soon as all 11 women stood in the boat, said boat got imbalanced. She 

deposed accused pushed the boat to proceed and after proceeding little distance 

in water all of sudden the boat submerged into river and all 11 women including 

her drowned into the river. They started shouting for help and at that time 

another big boat arrived there and rescued them however out of 11 women, 5/6 

women have been saved including her. She deposed later they came to know 

that 4 women out of 11 women labours died as a result of drowning in that 

incident and due the said incident she received injuries and took treatment for 

about 7/8 days. She deposed accused is responsible for the entire incident and 

such type of incident would not happen if accused did not compel them to get 

into boat for crossing the river. She further deposed due to this incident she is 

still suffering in her eyes and throat and she can’t see properly from one of her 

eye and her one finger is also defective. In cross she stated she cannot recollect 

the exact date of occurrence. Accused was team leader of labours and he used to 

engaged labours in construction works. She stated distance to the river from the 

house where they worked for construction is about 300 mtrs. She stated accused 

was not boatman and when she was about to drown, accused Jahir Ali shouted 

for help. She stated she never boarded in a boat prior to this incident, boat was 

small fishing boat and breadth of the river is about 22 feet however she stated 

that she could not say the length of the boat. She stated she boarded the said 

boat after boarding of 9 woman and said boat was not sinking at that time. She 

denied that accused did not push the said boat for sailing and accused did not 
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instruct them to get into small boat. She stated boatman also fell down into the 

river however boatman  save himself by swimming.   

10. PW-2 is the complainant of the case. His evidence is that on the day of 

incident his wife and sister went to work in a brick factory for working as labour 

but on that day his wife Gundi Munda, sister Bindi Munda and other woman 

drowned in a river near Dhirghat area while they are crossing the said river by a 

boat as the said boat was submerged in the river. He deposed his wife and sister 

died as a result of drowning. Coming to know about the incident he went to 

Chapar Hospital and saw dead body of his wife and sister. Thereafter, he lodged 

the case against the accused as accused was behind the incident. He deposed he 

came to know that accused had forcefully asked 11 numbers of woman labours 

to board on a boat in order to cross a river for going to brick field though said 

woman initially refused to board on the boat and thereafter accused pushed the 

boat towards the river and after going little distance boat submerged into river 

due to over load on the said incident his wife, sister and other two woman died 

and other women somehow saved.  In cross he stated he did not see the 

occurrence of the incident and does not know the accused personally. He lodged 

against the accused after coming to know about the incident from one Sanjoy 

Hasda. He stated he cannot recollect the name of the persons who had told him 

that accused pushed the boat towards the river and the incident occurred. He 

further stated he did not visit the place of occurrence.  

11. PW-3 Jela Hembram deposed on the day of incident 11 women labours 

including her were engaged by the accused for a construction work at Dhirghat 

as accused was the leader of the labours. She deposed after working for few 

hours they told accused about their willingness to go to home to that accused 

told them to cross a river by boat to shorten their distance. To that they replied 

to accused that they will go by walking but accused did not agree and forced 

them to board in a small boat. Under compulsion of accused all 11 women 

labours boarded in the small boat to cross river and as soon as they boarded the 

boat, the boat got imbalanced whet it started to proceed. She deposed accused 

pushed their boat towards the river. After crossing of little distance the boat 

imbalanced, portion of boat got submerged into river and all 11 women fell down 

into water. She deposed 4 women died by drowning in the river and other 

woman somehow saved by other people. She deposed incident was took place 

due to compulsion of accused and such type of incident would not happen if 

accused did not compel them to get into boat for crossing the river. She further 

deposed    in the said incident wife and sister of informant died as a result of 
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drowning and informant lodged the ejahar. In cross she stated she is working 

as labour and accused is their labour sardar and there was no enmity in between 

accused and them. She stated river was small and boat was also small. She 

stated they were 11 woman labours and boatman asked them for two trips but 

they all boarded at the boat. She denied that accused did not push the boat.  

12. PW-4 Sala Hembrom, PW-5 Durgi Kangari, PW-6 Sumitra Nag and PW-7 

Gandhari Baraik deposed in similar line as PW-3.  They deposed deposed they 

knows accused and on the day of incident 11/12 women labours were engaged 

by the accused for a construction work at Dhirghat as accused was the leader of 

the labours after working for few hours they told accused that they are unable to 

work and wanted to go home to that accused told them to cross a river by boat. 

Thereafter they replied to accused that they will go by walking but accused did 

not agree and forced them to board in a small boat. Under compulsion they all 

11/12 women labours boarded in small boat to cross a river and after crossing 

little distance the boat submerged into river and all 11 women fell down into 

water and 4 women died by drowning in the river and other woman somehow 

saved by other people and whole incident took place due to compulsion of 

accused.  She deposed incident was took place due to compulsion of accused. In 

cross PW-4 stated to reach home they have to cross a small river stream  and in 

the said river they saw a small boat with person where they all boarded and the 

said boat submerged under the water and four persons drowned in a river 

stream. She stated boatmen did not ask them to board the all 11 passengers 

together. She stated owner of the boat man is old man and boat was moved by 

an old man. In cross PW-5, PW-6 stated boat was small boat and stream of 

river was also small. Boatman was old man and there were 11 women 

passengers and boatman asked them to cross the river in two trips but all of 

them boarded and as a result boat submerged under the water. In cross PW-7 

stated boat was small boat and stream of river was also small. The accused 

pushed the boat and the boatman was present in the boat.  

13. PW-8 Abhijuddin deposed on 24-04-12 at day time while he was fishing in 

the river, he heard that one boat got submerged into the river.  He came to 

know that 11 passengers were in the boat and he saw some people tried to 

rescue the passengers of the boat and rescued 7 passengers amongst them and 

four passengers were died.  In cross he stated the breadth of the river is about 

30-40 feet and depth of the water is about 5-6 feet and the length of the boat 

was 20-25 feet.  
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14. Evidence of PW-9 Md. Osimuddin is that he heard that at Dhir Beel 

stream a boat was capsized and 3 or 4 persons died. Hearing the same, he went 

to the place of occurrence and saw 4 persons died. He deposed he did not see 

the incident. In cross he stated breadth of Dhir Beel is about 30 feet, several 

small boat were present to the side of stream. 

15. PW-10 Md. Bahej Ali deposed he does not know accused. He deposed he 

heard that some of the saotal people died while crossing the stream in a boat as 

boat capsized. He deposed he had seen dead body of 4 person but he did not 

see the incident and don’t have personal knowledge how boat capsized in the 

stream. In cross he stated  he did not see the boat. Stream is about 20-30 feet 

wide( breadth). He stated boat was small of size but too many persons sit in the 

boat to cross the stream  and as a result boat drowned.  

16. PW-11 Jamal Sk. Deposed he heard that one boat capsized and drowned 

in the river stream. Hearing the same they moved to place. Police also arrived at 

the place and asked them to save the drowning persons. He deposed they lifted 

four persons who died due to drowning in the water.  He deposed he does not 

know how the boat capsized in the river stream. In cross he stated he did not 

see the ill-fated boat. He stated he heard that boat was small about 15 cubit and 

he cannot say how boat was capsized in the river stream.  

17. PW-12 Ajimuddin deposed he heard that one boat capsized in the river 

stream. Hearing the same he moved to the place of occurrence and lifted four 

dead persons from the river and put them in the police van. In cross he stated 

when he reached to the place of occurrence he noticed large gathering at the 

place of occurrence. He stated he does not know how the boat capsized and 

drowned in the river stream. 

18. PW-13 Dr. Ajay Ch. Rava deposed  on 04-05-12 he had medically 

examined women labours namely Mrs. Bina Nath, Mrs Jelly Hemrang, Mrs. Durgi 

Rangode, Mrs. Sunia Hemrang, Miss Sumitra Nath, Miss Chita Hemrang, Mrs. 

Gandai Baraik  and on examination don’t find any injury on the them. He 

deposed it was a case of boat mishap and drowning.  Defence declined to cross 

examine PW-13. 

19. PW-14 Dr. Rafikul Islam deposed on 24-04-12 he had conducted post 

mortem on the four dead bodies of  Batasi Singh, Bindi Munda, Sita Moni Singh 

and Pinki Munda @ Gundi Munda respectively and on examination found rigor 

mortis present on all over the limbs of four dead body, eyes half open, 

conjunctivae congested, fine froath at the mouth and nostrils, on dissection of 

chest there was ballooning of the lungs, on section of lungs blood stain frothy 
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fluid found. According to his opinion, all the four deceased namely Batasi Singh, 

Bindi Munda, Sita Moni Singh and Pinki Munda @ Gundi Munda   died due to 

asphyxia as a result of drowning. In cross he stated this is case of death 

causing due to drowning in the water. He stated he did postmortem on the dead 

body based on Chapar GD entry no. 580 dated 24-04-12.  

20. Evidence of PW-15 Anowar Hussain is that he heard that one boat 

capsized in the river and four persons died. In cross he stated boat was so small 

boat and excess passengers boarded in the boat. 

21. PW-16 SI Haidar Ali Ahmed is IO of the case. His evidence is that O/C 

Chapar PS after receiving ejahar from one Hesel Munda and registered Chapar 

PS case. 133/12 u/s 302 I.P.C. and entrusted him to conduct the investigation.  

After taking charge of the investigation he went to the place of occurrence, found 

four dead bodies which were died due to drowning in the Dheer Beel and 7 other 

persons were recovered by the local people, sent those 7 persons to the Chapar 

Hospital for their treatment. He deposed he did the inquest on the 4 dead bodies 

and then sent dead bodies to Dhubri Civil Hospital for post mortem examination, 

drawn sketch map of the place of occurrence, collected the post mortem report 

of the deceased, seized the boat which was capsized in the Dheer Beel due to 

which those four persons were died.   After seizure of the boat same was given 

jimma to the owner of the boat Osman Ali. Thereafter he made arrest of the 

accused Johirul Ali and produced him before the Magistrate and after completion 

of investigation, finding material he had submitted charge sheet against the 

accused Johirul Ali u/s 304 I.P.C. vide Ext 8 is the charge sheet. Ext 8(1) is my 

signature. In cross he stated incident was took place in the Dheer stream and it 

is connected with the river Brahmaputra. He stated width of stream is about 40 

feet and depth is 10 feet and boat is about 14 ½ cubit. He stated the boat may 

capsized due to over load of passengers. He denied that investigation was not 

done properly and he had submitted the charge sheet carelessly without proper 

investigation.    

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION & REASON THERE OF:- 

 

22.  Prosecution allegation leveled against the accused is that accused on 24-04-12 

in the morning hour at Chaibari Tea Estate under Chapar PS committed culpable 

homicide not amounting to murder of Guni Munda, Bindi Munda, Batashi Singh & 

Sitamoni Singh by forcing them to board in a small size boat and due to 

overloading said small boat capsized into the river stream and four persons Guni 
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Munda, Bindi Munda, Batashi Singh & Sitamoni Singh died as a result of 

drowning. Now let me analyze evidence on record, whether prosecution able to 

bring home prosecution charge framed against the accused.  

23.  From the Ext-2, Ext-3, Ext-4 and Ext-5 PM report it is reveal that Dr. Rafikul 

Islam on 24-04-12 conducted post mortem on the four dead bodies of Batasi 

Singh, Bindi Munda, Sita Moni Singh and Pinki Munda @ Gundi Munda 

respectively and on examination found rigor mortis present on all over the limbs 

of four dead body, eyes half open, conjunctivae congested, fine froath at the 

mouth and nostrils, on dissection of chest there was ballooning of the lungs, on 

section of lungs blood stain frothy fluid found. According to his opinion, all the 

four deceased namely Batasi Singh, Bindi Munda, Sita Moni Singh and Pinki 

Munda @ Gundi Munda   died due to asphyxia as a result of drowning 

24. PW-2 Hasal Munda is the informant of this case. In his ejahar he stated that on 

24-04-12 i.e on the date of filing of the ejahar, accused Johirul took his wife 

Gundi Munda @ Pinki , his sister Bindi Munda and other nine women to engage    

as labour in the Ratan brick field and he took them in auto-rickshaw and when he 

was informed that work at Ratan brick field stopped, so 11 women labour were 

taken to the house of owner of the Ratan brick field for staking the brick  by 

crossing river and when owner did not satisfy of the work of the labour, all the 

labour returned back and during return back all the 11 women labours were 

boarded in a boat as a result boat capsized and total four women labours died 

including informant’s wife and sister and other women labours life saved.  

25. In his evidence he stated that his wife and sister and some other women labours 

were drowned in a river near Dhirghat while they were crossing river by a boat 

and since the boat was submerged into the river so his wife and sister got 

drowned and they died as a result of drowning in the river. He further stated he 

came to know that accused had forcefully asked 11 numbers of women labours 

to board the boat and they initially refused to get into in the said small boat but 

accused forced all 11 women labours to board on the boat at that time and 

asked the boat men to take those all 11 women labour to cross the river and 

under compulsion all the 11 women labours board in small boat. After moving 

little distance boat submerged into the river due to over load. His in chief shown 

that he was not present at the place of occurrence and he was at his workplace 

at the time of incident. In cross he stated that he did not see the occurrence of 

the incident and came to know about the incident from one Sanjoy Hasda.  He 

stated that he cannot say who told him that accused pushed the boat towards 

the river for which the incident occurred. PW-2 in his ejahar did not state that he 
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came to know about the incident from one Sanjoy Hasda. According to the ejahar 

and statement of PW-2 the informant, all 11 women labour boarded in the ill-

fated boat. Now let me find out whether other witnesses corroborated the 

statement of the PW2 that it is accused who forced the 11 number of women 

labour to board the small size boat and  that accused intentionally pushed the 

boat resulting capsize of the boat. 

26. PW-1, PW-3, PW-4, PW-5, PW-6 and PW-7 are the women labour who boarded 

the said ill-fated boat that got capsized at the Dheer beel resulting death of four 

women labours and injury of others.  

27. PW-1, PW-3, PW-4, PW-5, PW-6 and PW-7 in their in chief stated accused is 

labour sardar and accused engaged them for the construction work at Dheer 

Beel. PW-1, PW-3, PW-4, PW-5, PW-6 and PW-7 stated after working few hours 

they were unable to work and told accused who engaged them in the work that 

they wanted to go home and unable to work further. They stated that accused 

asked them to cross the river by a boat for shortening their distance. They told 

accused that they will go home by walking instead of crossing the river by a boat 

but accused did not agree and forced them to board in the small boat to cross 

and made them stand in the boat. PW-1 stated that boatman told them that 

since the boat is too small to carry 11 women therefore it would be difficult to 

take all the 11 women at once. PW-1 further stated accused did not agree and 

forced all the 11 women to stand on the said boat to cross the river at a time 

and under compulsion all the 11 women stood in the small boat, it got 

imbalanced and then accused pushed the boat to proceed and after going little 

distance boat submerged into river. All of them fell in the river, and at that time 

another big boat arrived and somehow seven of them rescued but 4 women 

labours died. In cross PW-1 stated accused is team leader of labour and he used 

to engaged labour on construction work and on the day of incident they met 

accused on road thereafter accused took them to Ratan Brick factory where from 

they were taken to the construction site of owner’s house and distance between 

river and construction site is about 300 mtrs and at a distance of 50 mtrs from 

the river side some other persons were present. She stated  while she was about 

to drown accused Johirul shouted for help and breadth of the river is about 22 

feet and she can’t say the length of the boat and she boarded the boat after 

boarding of 9 women and 9 women boarded the boat, boat was not sink. Cross 

examination of PW-1 shown that it is the accused who shouted for help when 

she was about to drown in the river.  Breadth of the river is 22 feet; it means 

river is Small River.  So, in such a small river sailing of big boat is not possible. 
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PW-3 in her cross stated that accused is the labour sardar and while working 

they have to cross the river on boat and boatman was old man. PW-3, PW-5, 

PW-6 in their cross stated boatman was old man and there were 11 women 

passengers and boatman asked them to cross the river in two trips but all of 

them boarded and as a result boat submerged under the water. PW-4 in her 

cross stated that to reach their home from work they have to cross small river 

and they saw small boat with a person and all boarded the boat to cross a river 

but boat submerged under the water and four persons died due to drowning in 

the river. She also stated that boatman asked them not to board all the 11 

person at once. Her evidence shown that to reach their home they have to cross 

the small river. Which contradict the statement of PW-1 that they can reach 

home by walking. All the 11 woman labours who boarded the ill-fated boat hail 

from village Chaibari T.E. PW-7 in her cross stated that boat was small boat, 

stream was also small stream, the accused pushed the boat and boatman was 

present at the boat.  

28. From the evidence of PW-1, PW-3, PW-4, PW-5, PW-6 and PW-7 it is reveal that 

all the 11 women labour boarded the boat at a same time inspite of warning 

given by the boatman. Thus their statement made in chief that it is the accused 

who forced them to board the boat at single time when they wanted to go on 

foot is not believable piece of statement beyond all reasonable doubt.  

29. Evidence of PW-8, PW-9, PW-10 pointed that breadth of the river stream is about 

30-40 feet and it is small river stream. So sailing big boat in a small river stream 

is also not possible. According to PW-8 the depth of the water of river is about 5-

6 feet and in 30-40 feet Breadth River according to this witness and labours boat 

is about 20-25 feet length was sailed. According to PW-8, PW-9 and PW-10 they 

are not the passengers of the boat but according to them boat capsized in the 

river stream and  four passengers died due to drowning in the river and they 

hearing the news that boat got submerged went to the place of occurrence, 

rescued the passengers.            

30.  Thus from the evidence of PW-1, PW-3 to PW-7 it is revealed that boatman 

asked them to sail in two trips but all of them boarded in one trips. Therefore, 

when boat man who has best knowledge how many passenger he can carry in a 

single trip is known to him and inspite of warning from the boat man all of them 

including the deceased persons boarded the boat so thus, accused forced them 

to board the boat on single trip is not acceptable piece of testimonies beyond all 

reasonable doubt. Non examination of the boatman to unfurl whether accused 

forcefully made all the 11 lady to cross the river at a single times gives benefit of 
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doubt in favour of the accused persons. It is revealed that boatman forbidden all 

the 11 lady to board the boat at a single time but all of them boarded and boat 

capsized after sailing few minutes and boat did not get imbalanced when 10 

passenger boarded. Therefore, accused knowing fully that if 11 lady will board 

the boat it will drowned and therefore, he asked them to board the boat and that 

at his instigation all the 11 lady boarded the boat that capsized has not been 

proved against the accused beyond all reasonable doubt and accused entitled 

benefit of doubt. 

31.  In view of the aforesaid discussion, coupled with the evidence on record I 

arrived at my considerate finding that prosecution failed to bring home charge 

u/s 304 I.P.C against the accused Johirul Islam beyond all reasonable doubt and 

he is entitle benefit of doubt. Accordingly accused Johirul Islam is acquitted from 

the charge of section 304 I.P.C and is set at liberty. 

32. His bail bond will remain stands for next six (6) months u/s 437(A) Cr.P.C. 

33. Send back the GR case record to the learned committal Court with a copy of the 

judgment.  

34. Given under hand and seal of this Court on this 18th day of June, 2018 at 

Bilasipara.  

 

 

          (Smti S. Bhuyan) 

                       Addl. Session Judge, Bilasipara 

 

 

 

 

  Dictated and Corrected by me, 

 

          (Smti S. Bhuyan) 

 Addl. Session Judge, Bilasipara 

Typed by, 

Swmkhwr Brahma, Stenographer Gr. III. 
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APPENDIX 

PROSECUTION WITNESS:- 

 PW-1 Bina Nath,  

PW-2 Hesal Munda,  

PW-3 Jela Hembram,  

PW-4 Sala Hembram,  

PW-5  Durgi Kangari,  

PW-6 Sumitra Nag,  

PW-7 Gandhari Baraik,  

PW-8 Abhijuddin,  

PW-9 Md. Osimuddin,  

PW-10 Md. Bahej Ali,  

PW-11 Jamal Sk,  

PW-12 Ajimuddin,  

PW-13 Dr. Ajay Ch. Rava,  

PW-14 Dr. Rafikul Islam, 

PW-15 Anowar Hussain,  

PW-16 SI Haidar Ali Ahmed.   

   

PROSECUTION EXHIBIT:- 

Ext-1 Injury report,  

Ext-2 PM report,  

Ext-3 PM report,  

Ext-4 PM report,  

Ext-5 PM report,  

Ext-6 ejahar,  

Ext-7 Seizure list,  

Ext-8 Charge sheet,  

Ext-9 Sketch map 
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DEFENCE WITNESS :- NIL 

DEFENCE EXHIBITS :- NIL 

COURT EXHIBITS :- NIL 

COURT WITNESS :- NIL 

 

 

 

 

                                                                  (Smti S. Bhuyan) 

                 Addl. Session Judge, Bilasipara 


